- 1st super premium gin, launched in 1999
- Base spirit used is made from 100% pure English Wheat
- Distilled in England and the shipped to Iceland to be blended to strength with Icelandic spring (not glacial) water
- Double distillation process used – citrus peels distilled separately from earthy botanicals to create a more harmonious, balanced gin with brighter citrus notes
- The Icelandic spring water used is up to 10 purer than normal bottles water
- Biggest independent gin in the world
- Available in 55 countries
- The most awarded gin. Martin Miller’s Gin has won more gold and platinum awards in the last 10 years at the 3 most respected competitions; San Francisco World Spirits Competition, ISC, IWSC
- Classic flavour profile. The key difference between Martin Miller’s 80 proof gin and Martin Miller’s Westbourne Strength gin (90.4 proof) is the alcohol content and slight change in the balance of botanicals. Martin Miller’s 80 proof is considered to be more soft and citrusy whereas Martin Miller’s Westbourne Strength is more spicy and pronounced.